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Nuclear  ChemistryNuclear  Chemistry

ªªNuclear reactions involve the Nuclear reactions involve the 
nucleusnucleus

ªªThe nucleus opens, and The nucleus opens, and 
protons and neutrons are protons and neutrons are 
rearrangedrearranged



Nuclear  ChemistryNuclear  Chemistry

ªªThe opening of the nucleus The opening of the nucleus 
releases a tremendous amount releases a tremendous amount 
of energy that holds the of energy that holds the 
nucleus together – called nucleus together – called 
binding energybinding energy



Nuclear  ChemistryNuclear  Chemistry
ªªThe The nuclei consists of protons nuclei consists of protons 

and neutrons, which are called and neutrons, which are called 
nucleons. nucleons. 

ªªIsotopes are atoms with the Isotopes are atoms with the 
same atomic number but same atomic number but 
different atomic masses.  different atomic masses.  



Chemical vs. Nuclear ReactionsChemical vs. Nuclear Reactions
Chemical Nuclear

Bonds are broken Nuclei emit particles or rays

Atoms are rearranged & new 
bonds formed

Atoms change into atoms of 
different elements

Involves rearrangement of  
valence electrons

Involves changing number 
of protons & neutrons

Small energy changes Large energy changes

Reaction rate can be 
changed

Reaction rate can not be 
changed



RADIOACTIVITYRADIOACTIVITY
-Unstable isotopes will spontaneously 
decay.  The decay will move the isotope 
closer to the stability band.
-Decay can occur several different 

methods.  The natural radioactive 
decay are:
Alpha Decay
Beta Decay
Gamma Radiation



TYPES OF RADIATIONTYPES OF RADIATION
1. Alpha ()

§ 4
2He, helium nuclei

§ Blocked by paper, clothing
§ Mass: 6.64 x 10-24 kg 
§ Slow moving due to mass and 

charge



TYPES OF RADIATIONTYPES OF RADIATION
2. Beta ()

§ 0
-1 or 0-1e, electrons

§ Blocked by metal foil
§ Mass: 9.11 x 10-28 kg 
§ Fast moving
§ Greater penetrating power than 

alpha particles



TYPES OF RADIATIONTYPES OF RADIATION
3. Gamma ()

§ 0
0  , photons

§ Not completely blocked by lead 
or concrete 

§ Mass: 0 kg
§ High energy electromagnetic 

radiation
§ Almost always accompanies 

alpha and beta radiation



ARTIFICAL DECAYARTIFICAL DECAY
 When one element is transmuted into a new 

element, the new element may decay by 
one of the artificial decay methods.

ª Neutron emission: nucleus emits a 
neutron.

ª Proton emission: nucleus emits a proton.
ª Positron emission:  nucleus emits a 

positron.
ª Electron Capture:  nucleus captures a 

lower energy electron



NUCLEAR STABILITYNUCLEAR STABILITY
ª Correlated with atom’s neutron-to-

proton ratio.
ª Elements #1-20 are very stable
ª 1:1 ratio of protons:neutrons
ª Example: C (mass of 12g) has 6 protons 

& 6 neutrons



Band of StabilityBand of Stability

ª Atoms give off 
radiation in an 
attempt to increase 
stability.

ª Stability is 
determined by the 
ratio of protons to 
neutrons.

ª The neutron/proton 
ratio needs to be 
between 1.0 and 1.5



Neutron to Proton RatioNeutron to Proton Ratio



RADIOACTIVE SERIESRADIOACTIVE SERIES
ª A series of nuclear reactions that 

begins with an unstable nucleus and 
results in the formation of a stable 
nucleus.



Radioactive SeriesRadioactive Series

ª Four radioactive series:
w Uranium series: 238U  206Pb  natural
w Actinium series:  235U    207Pb  natural
w Thorium series:  232Th    208Pb  natural
w Neptunium series: 237Np  209Bi artificial



Uranium-238 Decay SeriesUranium-238 Decay Series



Mass DefectMass Defect
ª In all nuclear reactions, some amount 

of  mass is lost and converted into 
energy

ª The missing mass provides 
tremendous energy required to bind the 
nucleus together.



Mass DefectMass Defect
ª Some of the mass in the nucleus can be 

converted into energy (less than the 
mass of an proton)

ª Shown by E=mc2

ª E= energy   m=mass
  c= speed of light 3.0 x 108 m/s



A

Z

NUCLEAR EQUATIONS
-Atomic number (Z) = number of protons in 
nucleus

-Mass number (A) =  atomic number (Z) +          
number of neutrons

XA
ZAtomic Number

Mass Number Element Symbol



BALANCING NUCLEAR EQUATIONSBALANCING NUCLEAR EQUATIONS
ª Conserve mass number (A)
ª The sum of protons plus neutrons in the 

products must equal the sum of protons 
plus neutrons in the reactants.

ª Conserve atomic number (Z)
ª The sum of atomic number in the 

products must equal the sum of atomic 
number in the reactants.



NUCLEAR EQUATIONSNUCLEAR EQUATIONS
ª Alpha Emission

parent
nuclide

daughter
nuclide

alpha
particle

Numbers must balance!!



NUCLEAR EQUATIONSNUCLEAR EQUATIONS
ª Beta Emission

electron
ª Positron Emission

positron



NUCLEAR EQUATIONSNUCLEAR EQUATIONS
ª Electron Capture

electron
ª Gamma Emission

w Usually follows other types of decay.

ª Transmutation 
w One element becomes another.



Half-lifeHalf-life
ª Half-life (t½)

w Time required for half the atoms of a 
radioactive nuclide to decay.

w Shorter half-life = less stable.



Half-lifeHalf-life

mf: final mass
mi: initial mass
n: # of half-lives
       n = t/T1/2   
t: total time elapsed
T1/2: length of half life



Half-lifeHalf-life
ª Fluorine-21 has a half-life of 5.0 seconds.  If you start 

with 25 g of fluorine-21, how many grams would remain 
after 60.0 s?

GIVEN:
t½ = 5.0 s
mi = 25 g
mf = ?
total time = 60.0 s
n = 60.0s ÷ 5.0s =12 

WORK:
mf = mi (½)n

mf = (25 g)(0.5)12

mf = 0.0061 g



Nuclear EnergyNuclear Energy
 Nuclear Energy
ª Einstein’s Equation:  E = mc2 states that a 

small amount of mass makes lots of energy 
since c = velocity of light (3.0 x 108 m/sec).

ª There are two types of energy:
w Fission: breaking of large atoms into smaller atoms 

with a loss of mass.
w Fusion: fusing small atoms into a larger atom with 

the loss of mass. 
w Occurs naturally in stars
w Fusion gives more energy, but has yet been able to 

be contained; therefore, fission is being used.



FF  issionission



FusionFusion



Fission vs. FusionFission vs. Fusion

ª 235U is limited
ª danger of meltdown
ª toxic waste
ª thermal pollution

ª fuel is abundant
ª no danger of meltdown
ª no toxic waste
ª not yet sustainable
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Nuclear FissionNuclear Fission
ª A neutron is captured by a large nucleus 

which becomes unstable and splits into 
two nuclei and some neutrons.

ª Since two neutrons are products, these 
can be captured and cause more fission 
to occur.  This is a chain reaction.

ª The mass needed in order to sustain a 
chain reaction is called the critical mass.

ª Fission is currently being used to 
produce electricity.



Nuclear EnergyNuclear Energy

ªNuclear fusion is the combining of 
lighter nuclei to make heavier atoms.
w Can be done as a hydrogen bomb
w But has not been done in a large 

enough contained manner to be used.



Nuclear EnergyNuclear Energy
ª Nuclear Power is 

relatively safe today; 
but when accidents 
occur, the damage 
can be devastating as 
Chernobyl 
demonstrated.



Synthetic ElementsSynthetic Elements
ª Transuranium Elements

w Elements with atomic #s above 92
w Synthetically produced in nuclear 

reactors and accelerators
w Most decay very rapidly 



Radioactive DatingRadioactive Dating
ª Half-life measurements of radioactive 

elements are used to determine the age 
of an object decay rate indicates 
amount of radioactive material

ª Ex: 14C - up to 60,000 years
ª 14C is limited to objects that have been 

alive.
ª 238U and 40K - over 300,000 years



Nuclear MedicineNuclear Medicine

ª Radiation Treatment
w Large doses of 

radiation are used 
to kill cancerous cells 
in targeted organs

w Internal or external 
radiation source

Radiation treatment using
-rays from cobalt-60.



Nuclear MedicineNuclear Medicine
ª Radioisotope Tracers

w Absorbed by specific 
organs and used to 
diagnose diseases

131I is used to check 
thyroid gland 
24Na is used to 
survey damage due 
to heart disease.



Nuclear WeaponsNuclear Weapons
ª Atomic Bomb

w chemical explosion is used to form a 
critical mass of 235U or 239Pu

w fission develops into an uncontrolled 
chain reaction

ª Hydrogen Bomb
w chemical explosion  fission  fusion
w fusion increases the fission rate
w more powerful than the atomic bomb



OthersOthers
ª Food Irradiation

w  radiation is used 
w to kill bacteria

ª Radioactive Tracers
w explore chemical pathways
w trace water flow
w study plant growth, photosynthesis

ª Consumer Products
w ionizing smoke detectors - 241Am


